Form 1 Team Building Day
Form 1 enjoyed getting to know each
other during their Team Building Day
in September. The day involved the
children working in small groups
incorporating a variety of team
building games and puzzles. The games
tested their ability to think and
communicate as part of a team and the
leadership qualities of an individual.
Mrs Samson’s Marshmallow challenge was
particularly popular. The children had to
create a strong, tall tower using spaghetti
instead of bricks and marshmallows
instead of cement. It was a rather sticky
affair!
Mrs Wilby, who is also new to Form 1 this
year, enjoyed working with the children to
cross the crocodile infested swamp! The
children had to work together to get their

entire group safely across the swamp. No
mean feat!
In the tyre teaser, the children were
intelligent bomb disposal squads who had
to deactivate an explosive device by
correctly ordering five tyres on a stake.
Unfortunately Miss Page was blown up on
two of the five occasions!
Mr Strauss took his group onto the school
field for the sheep and pen challenge. The
children were blindfolded and then had to
work as a team to help the sheep find their
way home.
The day proved to be a huge success.
Everyone in Form 1 had the opportunity to
work with people they didn’t know and we
all made several new friends!

Mrs Janet Wilby

Invaders’ Day
On Monday 21st June, Form 1 was
invaded by a host of raging Romans
and vicious Vikings, who were quick
to capture their teachers and replace
them with Roman goddesses for the
day! The invaders were quick to
make themselves known to the rest
of the school in assembly and even
Mr Beach was left quaking with fear
in case they raided the whole of the
Junior School and took other
members of staff hostage.
The Roman and Viking warriors were
divided into two groups for the day. One
took part in an Invaders and Settlers
workshop. The other was divided into
three and undertook an activity led by
Heafford, an Anglo Saxon elder, Williams,

the Gresham goddess of all things green or
Wilby, the Roman goddess of Whittington.
Heafford’s activity was learning to make
Saxon flapjack. All the invaders made their
own flapjacks following an ancient Anglo
Saxon recipe, under the watchful eye of
Heafford. This delicious treat was then
carefully wrapped up to take home to
families in Scandinavia. Williams’ activity
involved making Viking warrior heads.
These were to act as disguises on the long
journey home across the seas. Using sugar
paper, black paper, border rolls and split
pins, the invaders made some cunning
disguises so they could sail home without
being recognised. Goddess Wilby was in
charge of helping the warriors design and
make new Viking figure heads for their
longships. The idea was to make the
dragon head as scary and frightening as

possible. Using red pieces of felt and paper
cut into scales, the Vikings were able to
transform their longships with these more
elaborate creations which were embellished
with pieces of gold, found when
plundering the Form 1 resource room.
In the drama workshop, guidance was
given to plan the journey home. Advice
was given on what life at sea could be like
and the dangers which could possibly lie
in store. Deciding that Form 1 had nothing
left to offer, the Romans and Vikings left
taking with them their loot and treasures
to share with their family on their return
home. Another successful invasion had
been completed.

Form 1P
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Mrs Catherine Williams

Young
Investigators
Club
The club has been busy again this year.
The Form 1 and Lower 2 pupils enjoyed
various messy activities including making
bouncy balls from custard powder, adding
bicarb to coloured vinegar and dropping
eggs on parachutes. They investigated the
best design for rafts, became expert at
blowing bubbles inside bubbles, watched
raisins bouncing up and down in lemonade
and made turning spirals for Christmas.

Mrs Helen Irwin
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Mexicolore
On Wednesday 2nd December CLFS
got a surprise visit from Mexico!
Mexicolore is an Aztec workshop run
by Ian and Graciela, who have been
running it since 1980.
The workshop included Aztec music,
Aztec gods, dressing up in Aztec clothes,
copies of Aztec jewellery and learning
about Aztec life. Ian and Graciela have
so much spirit, and we all thoroughly
enjoyed the workshop.
Ian told me he loved running the
workshop and that the children were
so enthusiastic.
I think that everybody has enjoyed this
in Lower 2 (who did the workshop).
We ended the workshop with a giant
Aztec music and dance session including
instruments, singing and everyone
in costume!
We got a chance to see the food that the
Aztecs would have eaten and Graciela,
from Mexico, taught us some Spanish.
After the workshop there was a wonderful
Aztec shop where you could buy
embroidered purses and lots of other
things.

Deyna Grimshaw

A Midsummer Night’s Dream
When Mrs Gillespie announced that
we were putting on Shakespeare 4
Kidz, ‘A Midsummer Night’s
Dream’, we jumped for joy with
excitement that we were doing a
production. Mrs Gillespie and Mr
Metcalfe auditioned people and
when they had the perfect cast they
started practising whenever they
could. The chorus was added and
everyone could see it was going to be
a fantastic show.

fluorescent and dark merging together to
make a beautiful sight. The dancers
performed wonderfully with the dance
including Mexican Waves and ballet dancing
that was choreographed by Mrs Jowitt and
everyone thought it was spectacular.

We performed the play on the 6th and 7th
of July. Even though we were watching
and singing in the play twice and knew
what was happening we never got tired of
the excellent performances like the
absolutely spectacular Marie O’Donovan
playing Helena. Her singing and acting
was outstanding as was Cydonie
Ashbridge playing Titania, Maia Diffey as
Hermia, Jake Slater as Lysander and Jack
Mounfield as Demetrius, Harry Stringer
was Oberon and Puck was Edward
Freeman.

It was unbelievable what the musicians
did, playing non-stop and never missing a
note. They had the ting of a bell to the
booming sound of the trumpets, the bells
signalling the magic of it all. It was great
how Mrs Gillespie and Mrs Smith kept
changing who was playing the piano and
when Mrs Gillespie wasn’t playing she
was conducting. When Mrs Smith wasn’t
playing the piano she was doing the
costume changes. They were always
working hard.

There were also great performances from
the mechanicals: Toby Collett as the wall,
Michael John playing the lion, Oliver
Barron playing the moon, Alasdair
Robertson as Thisbe, Alexandros Kanavos
reminding people of the right lines and
Alex Lane playing the incredibly funny
Bottom the donkey.
In the song with the fairies singing Titania
to sleep, all of the dancing fairies came on
and did a lovely, resting piece. It was
absolutely beautiful. All of the dancers were
wearing lovely different colour greens,

So all in all ‘A Midsummer Night’s Dream’
was an amazing show. Everyone had so
much fun and thanks to Mrs Gillespie, Mr
Metcalfe, Mrs Jowitt and Mrs Smith for
putting on an excellent show for us and I
hope if you came to watch our play, you
had as much fun as we did performing it.

Maisie Sareen
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Jennings Poetry
The annual Jennings Poetry
Competition was fiercely contested
by the Junior School pupils. All
pupils learnt and performed their
chosen poems to their classes and
the best poetry performances from
each class were then presented to
the whole year group.
Our winners were:
Form 1 - Billy Jordan performing ‘The
Pig’ by Roald Dahl
Lower 2 - Marnie Ashbridge performing
‘There’s a Monster in the Garden’ by
David Harmer
Upper 2 - Rachel Slater performing ‘The
Moon is Full’
Lower 3 - Jack Symonds performing
‘Matilda’ by Hilaire Belloc.

Our youngest winner, Billy, performed
his poem at the Form 1 autumn concert
and was adept at moving between the
piggy voice and his own – he had the
audience laughing in anticipation of
every line. Marnie gave us her monster
with much theatrical verve and again
had the whole audience in suspense
throughout her performance. Rachel had
us all imagining her moonlit scene
whilst Jack regaled us with the
cautionary tale of ‘crying wolf’ as poor
Matilda could not be saved by the heroic
fire-brigade. The competition this year
was of a very high standard.

Ms Fiona Moncur

JUNIOR SCHOOL

Activity
Week
The annual Junior School Activity Week
proved to be one of the busiest and most
vibrant activity weeks on record. This
year, Upper 3 and Lower 4 were fully
involved and helped ‘kick off’ the week
by coming to school on Monday dressed
as Victorians, setting the scene for the
marvellous Key Stage 3 production of
‘Smike!’ performed later in the week.
Not to be outdone, Form 1 arrived on the
Monday dressed as Viking or Roman
invaders – and fortunately remembered
to change costumes ready for their
wonderful and highly original
production of Snow White at the end of
the week. Meanwhile, Lower 2 had
Leeds Castle and The Big Camp to look
forward to, Upper 2 dressed as Ancient
Egyptians and Lower 3 were busy
cycling as part of their ‘bikeability’
courses. In addition, various dance, art
and craft and other activities occurred,
including presentations and workshops
led by James Hooper.
Lower 4 finished off the week in style;
after a busy activity day on Friday
during which they took part in art, ICT
and street dance workshops, they
dressed up in their finery and attended
the inaugural Lower 4 Ball in Main
House. It was a fitting end to a hugely
enjoyable week. Roll on next year…

Mrs Louise Jowitt
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New
Junior
Library
Extension
Opens
The new improved Junior School library
extension was officially opened by the
Chairman of Governors, Deputy John
Bennett, on Wednesday 21st April. The
£60,000 extension means the library is
now twice its original space, with a
larger book stock, six networked
computers and a cushioned area for
relaxed reading.

Mrs Sue Dawes
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Junior School Personal
Social Health Education
In weekly PSHE lessons pupils
explore topics such as ‘time
management’, ‘healthy eating and
lifestyle’ and ‘personal safety’. The
emphasis is on discussion rather
than written tasks and important
lessons are learned in terms of
listening to and respecting the
opinion of others.

sessions. Lower 3 also took part in
intensive ‘bikeability’ training (formerly
known as cycling proficiency) – a course
which took them out of Ashtead Park and
onto the roads of Ashtead. In addition, Mr
Hall led discussions with Lower and
Upper 3 about how skills and experiences
can shape our futures whilst our nurses
from the Medical Centre taught basic first
aid to our oldest pupils.

In addition, various ‘extra’ activities have
taken place, including visits by Rosie
Westby (‘Deaf Awareness’) and Sergeant
Dean, who led discussions on ‘The
Community’ as well as ‘Rights and
Responsibilities’. Lower 3 and Lower 4
pupils attended useful Study Skills
workshops at School and benefitted from
the many techniques taught during the

Once again, we hope that the pupils have
enjoyed and learnt much from the various
activities they have experienced this year.
We hope that these experiences prepare
our pupils for life in the real world,
equipping them to cope with whatever the
future has in store.

British
Interschool Ski
Championships
Freemen’s took to the slopes on the 8th
and 9th of March and had great success.
In the British Interschool Ski
Championships in Les Houches the team
of Abigail and Sasha Bruce came a
fantastic 11th out of 140 schools and
second in their U11 category. These
placing were a result of some top five
and ten placings in their individual races.

Mrs Louise Jowitt

World Book Day
World Book Day is the biggest
annual celebration of books and
reading in the UK and Ireland. Every
year at the School we celebrate the
event with a week of fun activities
and competitions, and this year was
no different.

Haine as the BFG, and Ella Pearson as
Alice in Wonderland by the Head of
Junior School, Mr Mark Beach. During
the day, pupils toured the Junior School
classrooms, the doors of which were
decorated as book covers, and also took
part in a Book Swap, recommending and
exchanging books with each other.

On World Book Day itself on Thursday
4th March, the whole School joined in the
celebration, from Form 1 to Upper 6. All
Senior School pupils took part in the
hotly-contested Inter-House Book Quiz
(won by Whittington).

For me the great thing about World Book
Day is that it emphasises the fun of books
and reading – whether it's the goodnatured rivalry of the Inter-House Book
Quiz or the novelty of dressing up as a
lion and joining your friends getting lost
in a book at the start of the school day –
there's a way for everyone to become
involved.

All junior pupils (and most of the staff)
came to school dressed as a favourite
character from a book and began the day
with one of our regular DEAR (Drop
Everything And Read) sessions. Prizes
for best costume were awarded to Megan

Mrs Sue Dawes
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Another Mark
of Success
It’s official – Freemen’s pupils are
provided with one of the finest
preparations for life in the country.
CLFS is proud to have achieved Career
Mark, a nationally-recognised award for
excellence in helping young people make
choices and in supporting them in trying
to make those choices a reality, particularly
as we are one of only about 100 schools to
have done so since Career Mark was first
awarded in 1997 – many more schools
have tried to attain Career Mark, but have
given up because they fail to convince
Career Mark Assessors that their provision
meets the required standard. Provision
such as the School’s Personal, Social and
Health Education programme came under
the scrutiny of the Career Mark Assessor,
as of course did the School’s performance
in areas such as helping pupils with career
decisions, subject options, degree and
university choices, gap year decisions,
work experience, applications, interviews,
and with the provision of information
supporting all of these activities.
The process involved in gaining Career
Mark is very rigorous, demanding the
compilation of volumes of written
evidence and an on-site visit by an
Assessor from outside the School. The
School is therefore particularly proud to
have been awarded 'Career Mark' at its
first attempt and, in the words of the
Assessor’s report, “without reservation”.

“I feel that the award of Career
Mark is yet another indication of the
quality of education offered to pupils
at the School. The award is a tribute
to the work done both by myself and
by my colleagues in a range of
capacities throughout the School.
One of the special features of careers
work at Freemen’s is that I am a
qualified and experienced Careers
Advisor employed full-time at the
School. Whilst possibly not unique,
I feel that this arrangement
emphasises how seriously the School
takes the concept of 'education for
life' – 'careers' provision at many
schools seems to be met by a subject
teacher with a few hours per week
allotted for careers work, possibly
drawing on some outside support.
I strongly believe that our
arrangements enhance factors
such as accessibility, quality and
speed of service, to both pupils
and their parents”.
Mr Bernard Hall

Nightmare
Runs Like
A Dream
On Sunday 18th October, the Freemen's
Greenpower team took part in the
National Final at the Goodwood Motor
Circuit in West Sussex. This was the fourth
year in a row that the team have qualified
for the event and were looking to break
into the top 20 for the first time. The car
was driven by a team of Upper 4 pupils
who had qualified for the event by taking
part in heats at Dunsfold and Rockingham.
The car called 'Nightmare', built entirely
by pupils at the school, ran faultlessly for
the four hour race which involves a team
of drivers taking it in turns to drive and
act as the pit crew to change batteries and
make running repairs. In the closing stages
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Girl Power
Greenpower
Design and Technology Week
took place between 21st and 25th
June, and to celebrate a group of
female pupils were given the task
of building a new Greenpower
car in five days. The pupils
worked every afternoon to build
the kit car which had been kindly
purchased by the Freemen’s
School Association and on the
afternoon of Friday 25th June,
after many hours of work and
effort, they successfully
completed some initial test runs.
The girls will now be putting the final
touches to the vehicle before
competing in their first race at the
Dunsfold Circuit in September, which
is better known as the Top Gear test
track. The Upper 4 and Lower 5 pupils
also had a talk from Tom Gaymor of
the GoMotorsport organisation, which
provided a valuable insight into the
world of motorsport and how the
pupils could get involved.

Mr Alex Kew

of the race as other teams' cars began to
fail, 'Nightmare' was rapidly catching the
cars ahead of it and this led to an exciting
finish with us overtaking 30 cars in the
second half of the race. George Seymour
who was the final driver of the day was
not quite able to catch the other six cars
who were on the same lap as Freemen's at
the end, so although we finished in 32nd
place there was much for the team to be
proud of. The team will be working on the
car over the winter and it is hoped that the
planned improvements will see the car
climb further up the field next year.
Mr Alex Kew
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Headstart Courses
Every year, the Mathematics and
Science Departments advertise the
Headstart courses – university ‘taster’
courses for Lower 6 students. There
is a variety of courses to choose from
at universities around the country, all
relating to the STEM subjects of
science, technology, engineering and
mathematics.

Several of our students did courses this
summer, experiencing university life,
exploring a new city and making friends
with students from around the country
with similar interests. The courses are
particularly valuable in helping students
decide what subject to apply for at
university. In the cases of Mark and
Matthew, they are both now sure that they
have chosen the right course to study in

the future. Another student who did an
engineering course has now realised that
he would prefer to study theoretical
physics, and the Headstart course helped
him to make up his mind.

medical scanners, how the mobile phone
system transfers the signal and how
mathematics could be used to solve
engineering problems. Every evening there
was a planned social activity from
charades to rounders. On the Thursday we
had the afternoon to visit Bristol and had
the Headstart dinner in the evening. The

week taught me so much about teamwork
and university. I have also made many
great friends and had many decisions
changed by it. I would recommend
Headstart to anybody thinking of applying
to university.

groups of ten. This involved riding a
unicycle, spinning plates and walking a
tightrope.

sure I don’t need to say how difficult these
questions were. Thankfully the afternoon
session was less intense and we went on a
Maths trail around Durham. We were able
to see the millennium square, Drury Lane
and the cathedral amongst other grand
sites. After completing the trail we headed
back to Greys to watch the second world
cup semi-final.

Mrs Rosemary Hobbs

ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING
I went on the Bristol electronic engineering
Headstart course. Throughout, there were
practical sessions soldering components to
make a topplebot, changing gear ratios to
optimise the performance of an electric car
or programming a Lego mindstorms robot.
These practical sessions were interspersed
with talks on mine detectors turning into

Matthew Hood

MATHS
I applied to go on a Headstart course at
Durham University. The course I chose
was their first Mathematics specific one,
and before I knew it I was on a five hour
drive to Durham.
The 30 students taking part on the course
stayed in Grey College, where the majority
of first year students live. As soon as I
arrived we were ushered outside for some
team-building. First we played frisbee, and
then headed inside for a team quiz.
Unfortunately my team came last, but
some of the other students were incredibly
intelligent.
On Monday we had our first lecture on
polynomials. Despite feeling confident
about my abilities after studying A Level
Maths this was promptly shaken as we
were thrown into the university approach
to learning. Attacking the problems
required a new mindset, which took a
while to get used to. Throughout the day
we spent six hours doing Maths, so by the
afternoon I was ready for the group
activity. We had ‘circus skills’ planned in

The following day we reconvened in the
Maths building. The day was all about
proof. We started off with Pythagoras and
by the end were taking on Fermat’s last
theorem. Another challenging day and we
were more than ready for the evening
plans. First we competed in spaghetti
towers, where each group is given the
same amount of uncooked spaghetti and
marshmallows and must build a tower,
with the tallest one winning. But there was
a catch: the tower’s base had to be smaller
than one sheet of A4 paper. Needless to
say the room was a mess when the towers
were demolished, but it was a great way to
get to know everyone. After that we were
allowed to watch Holland beat Uruguay in
the World Cup semi-finals.
Wednesday was our penultimate day and
the lecturer thought it would be fun to
hold a friendly competition: a one hour
paper with two questions to complete. I’m

On Thursday we headed to breakfast for
the final time. The food was superb every
day and I was definitely going to miss it,
although not nearly as much as the great
people I met on the course. Who knew a
group of mathematicians could be so
much fun! We then went through the
answers to the test and trail, rounding off a
perfect four days with a final lunch. I had
a great time in Durham, met some
amazing people and thoroughly
recommend it to anyone considering
Maths at a higher level.
Mark Whitehouse
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Chaplain’s Review
Freemen’s was founded ‘for the
religious and virtuous education of
the orphans of the Freemen of the
City of London’. Our Christian
foundation is important to us and
continues to influence what we do,
not only in the pattern of our week,
beginning as it does with assembly,
but also in the way we celebrate
special occasions. It is also reflected
in the way we work as a school, in
our attitude to each other and to
those in need, here and around the
world, as our giving to charity, I
hope, makes clear.
The Christian Unions have continued to
meet through the year. The Seniors have
looked together at questions such as ‘Who is
God and how can we know him?’, ‘Who is
Jesus and what did he do?’, ‘Is it worth
praying?’ and ‘Can we trust the Bible?’
There have been special sessions on
Hallowe’en and Christmas. They have also
looked at God’s Commandments, ‘God’s
Good Life’, and what the Bible says about
coping with exams and stress.
In April we held a lunch-time event called
‘Grill a Christian’ where pupils were
invited to bring their questions about God,
Jesus and Christianity to put to an invited

Careers,
Education
and Gap
Convention
On Thursday 19th November the
Haywood Centre, Ferndale Theatre and
Junior Assembly Hall buzzed with activity
at the Careers, Education and Gap
Convention, organised by the Careers
Department. Pupils and parents from
Freemen’s and over 20 invited local
schools had the opportunity to talk with
representatives from over 70 organisations
representing a range of career, university
and gap year opportunities. The event was
well-received by all concerned, and the
invited representatives were invariably
very impressed by the quality of questions
that they were asked by pupils.
Mr Bernard Hall
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panel. The event was well attended and
there were some very challenging
questions about issues such as suffering
and God, and science and the Bible. Ben
Shaw and Katie Ash from Emmanuel
church, Wimbledon and Martin Dyer from
St. George’s, Ashtead made up the panel
and between them ably answered some
tough questions making very clear what
the Bible says on the issues. It was a very
thought provoking event, and I hope
challenged some preconceptions and
assumptions about what Christianity is
about.
The Junior Christian Union, ‘Focus’, has
continued to meet, and I am very grateful to
Emma Dyer from St. George’s Church
youth team for leading the group this year,
ably assisted by a number of Sixth Form
pupils. Both these groups are thriving, and
meet regularly. A group of staff have
continued to meet to pray every week, in
addition to a parents’ group. Our Christian
Basics/Confirmation course, ‘Deep’, ran
again, with a group keen to explore more
about what it means to follow Christ today.
The pattern of our school events has also
reflected our Christian foundation. In
December we held our six carol services,
run by us but kindly hosted by St. Giles’
church; the combination of Scripture

readings telling the story of Jesus’ birth
along with exceptional music from the
choirs brought home again the essential
message of the Gospel. City Visit saw the
whole school travel up to London once
again for our annual services in St.
Lawrence Jewry. It was very good to
welcome Rev. Richard Lloyd, the Senior
Chaplain of Charterhouse, as our preacher
on that occasion. May saw the Leavers’
Service, this year back at St. Giles’ church,
always a memorable and emotional
occasion.
Pastoral care is something which is a
priority at Freemen’s. As chaplain, I have
been very privileged to be involved with a
good number of families and individuals
concerning pastoral issues, as well as
family events over the year.
Rev. Daniel Rutherford
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Debating News
Mrs Amanda Trehearn

CHRISTMAS BANNED AT FREEMEN’S
At the annual internal debate on
Wednesday 16th December, the motion was
put forward that 'This House is boycotting
Christmas to save the planet'. There were
strong arguments from both teams, with
members of Junior DebSoc joining the
debate alongside members of Senior
DebSoc for the first time. Points were made
including the amount of deforestation
required for Christmas trees, cards and
wrapping paper from the team in favour
of boycotting Christmas, with counter
arguments in favour of Christmas
concerning the effect on the retail trade,
and Christmas being a time of happiness
in dark economic times.

The winning motion was too close to call
until the team in favour of Christmas
sensationally changed their plea to call
for a complete ban on Christmas! After
some very emotive, and somewhat
theatrical arguments were put forward,
accompanied by a blanket refusal to let
the other team pull them up on a point of
information, the gathered audience had
no hesitation agreeing that 'Christmas
should be banned' to be the winner. It
didn't stop them all charging off on their
holidays though...

ICYD (THE INTERNATIONAL COMPETITION FOR YOUNG DEBATERS)
On 7th March three teams of debaters
from the School went to the Oxford
Union for the ICYD (The International
Competition for Young Debaters).

placing 14th overall. As a result, both
teams broke to finals day meaning that
CLFS had the youngest team at finals
day from across the UK.

The teams debated: This house would
withdraw all coalition forces from
Afghanistan immediately; This house
would prevent workers from striking;
and This house believes that sports
people who grievously injure a competitor
in play should face criminal charges.

The Year 9 team of Rebecca Baker and
Jordan Turton, came 4th, 2nd and 1st
placing 26th overall.

The Year 10 team, consisting of Harry
Househam and Nikki Abbott, came 3rd,
1st and 1st, placing 8th overall, and the
Year 8 team, Angus Gillan and Rosie
Shakerchi, came 2nd, 1st and 3rd

Rosie Shakerchi was the best speaker
from all of the Freemen's pupils, as she
placed 22nd out of 116, all of whom
were up to two years older than her.
On Saturday 15th May the Senior A and
B teams competed at the ICYD Finals
Day, at The Oxford Union. The A team
consisted of Nikki Abbott and Harry

Househam, whilst the B team comprised
Rosie Shakerchi and Angus Gillan.
They debated:
THW legalise all drugs
THW abolish faith schools
THW would make it a legal requirement
for all adults to care for their elderly
parents.
The teams had a great day in beautiful
Oxford. CLFS B debated in the Chamber
and as the youngest team in the
competition did very well. CLFS A won
their final debate and Nikki placed midtable in the speaker tab.

OXFORD UNION FINALS DAY
Regional finalists Laura Grayling and
Hannah Kent attended Oxford Union
Finals Day on 13th March. They placed
first in two out of four of their debates:

This house would require government
to call a referendum before commencing
a non-defensive war; and This house
would remove charitable status from

organisations dedicated solely to animal
welfare. They placed mid-table by the
end of the competition and were a credit
to the school.

UCL JUNIOR DEBATING COMPETITION
On Saturday 5th June, Freemen’s
entered three teams of Lower 4 pupils
into the UCL Junior Debating
Competition. The A team comprised
Rosie Shakerchi and Angus Gillan, the
B team was Sam Strijdom and Tom
Clarke, and the C team comprised
Ellie Turner and Rachel Dunne.

Each team debated:
This House Would (THW) give all
police firearms (CLFS A 1st place);
THW ban all violent sports (CLFS C 1st
place, CLFS A and B both 2nd place);
THW ban advertisements aimed at
children (CLFS C 2nd place);
THW make payment of unemployment
benefit conditional on community
service (closed adjudication).
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Kate Holmes
England Call Up

Congratulations to Kate Holmes who has
been selected to play in the England
National U16 Girls Age Group for hockey.
This is an outstanding achievement and
the first time a CLFS pupil has
accomplished this.
Following county and regional matches,
training and assessment during the spring
and summer of 2009, Kate was selected as
one of 64 players to participate in the
National U16 Hockey Girls’ Futures Cup
representing the South and East of
England in the Saxon Tigers team. This
tournament took place in October 2009
and the Tigers went on to win the
competition.
Kate was then selected to be part of the
England National Age Group Training

squad as one of 34 players and attended a
three day camp during November. This
group was then reduced to 30 players and
Kate attended further assessment camps
in December, January and February. On
7th February Kate attended the final
assessment camp and was selected for the
England National U16 Girls Age Group
2010. This group will continue to train
together and teams will be selected to
play in various international fixtures.
This is fantastic news for Kate, and we are
very proud of her. She has shown a lot of
dedication and hard work and we wish
her the very best of luck. We look forward
to hearing all about her future
endeavours.
Miss Nicky Higgins

The Best Chemist Award
Chris and I went for an evening at the University of Surrey in Guildford for the
Best Chemist award ceremony. We first saw a demonstration of the university’s
computerised 3D molecule suite. We had to don rather fetching and
uncomfortable glasses before being able to see anything in 3D. The glasses are
certainly not a fashion statement, but the only other time we have seen molecules
this clearly in 3D was when using the rather tedious and time consuming model
kits in Chemistry lessons. The kits cannot make anything much more complex
than ethanol, but here we were shown 3D representations of DNA and enzymes,
along with other amazing molecules. The incredible complexity and size of
such molecules were brought to life as they coiled and spun in front of us.
We were then given a tour round the
Chemistry Department. We visited their
teaching laboratories which were well
equipped and gave us an idea of the sort of
environment we will encounter during our
future degree courses. We were also shown
all of the expensive spectroscopy machines,
such as the mass spectrometer and infrared
spectrometer, which were very impressive.

Sell for Success Day
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After the tour we went to a lecture theatre
to receive our awards which were £25
book tokens. We also received gift bags
from the University of Surrey which
included a Periodic Table magnet and a
teddy bear. The evening was very
enjoyable.
James Livett and Chris Turner
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Boarding
At the beginning of the school year, the boarding houses organised a series of events to settle new boarders in and get to
know each other better. We kicked off with a dinner at Pizza Express, followed by a weekend trip to Thorpe Park, which
everyone enjoyed and all had a brilliant day.
In mid-October, we went on our annual
event to the Lord Mayor’s show in London
with an amazing firework display on the
River Thames to a backdrop of a beautiful
view of Parliament, Big Ben and the iconic
London Eye. This gave us a chance to visit
London’s famous attractions and we then
had a delicious meal in Chinatown, with
boarders from another local school. This
gave us another valuable opportunity to
enlarge our social circle.
The Headmaster shares a close link with
the boarding house and is involved with
numerous activities. This year he offered
trips to places of interest, including
Windsor Castle and Oxford. Mr
MacDonald also participates in boarder
services regularly and contributes to the
vibrant atmosphere of the boarding house
celebrations for different events.

together frequently. During the Autumn
Term we went to see ‘The Lion King’,
which was greatly enjoyed by the boarders
and staff.
The boarding house has a very strong
community between staff and students,
and we have celebrated everyone’s
birthday together making them very
special and memorable.
We have also been on a variety of trips and
events making the year very entertaining,
such as ten pin bowling, trips to retail
outlets, a snowball fight, Chinese New Year
celebration and a World Cup football party.
Each year, the activities are partly
determined by the pupils suggestions.
Who knows what is in store for next year.
Whatever it is, we’re all guaranteed to
have a good time.
Eunice Yeung and Sharon Chan

At weekends, we have the opportunity to
go to London easily and we visit London
I knew this year was going to be a busy yet
enjoyable year. The Lord Mayor’s dinner is
a traditional event where we all head to
Chinatown in London. This year, with help
from Clara Li, the head of the girls
boarding house, we had the opportunity to
join the boarders from Reeds for dinner.
Everyone enjoyed themselves very much:
the delicious food, meeting new friends
and even a karaoke contest. I would like to
thank all the boarding staff especially Mrs
Retzlaff and Clara for organising the
dinner, it was truly unforgettable.
One of the interesting things we did this
year was an ice skating trip, organised by
Jacky Yick. Ice skating has become one of
the most popular activities for boarders
since I joined Freemen’s. One weekend,
accompanied by Mr Bloomer and Mr
Gilleron, we went to Hampton Court. Ice
skating was not something we could do
every day, so it was quite an experience for
those who have not tried it before.
In the summer, Mr Bird entered us into a
basketball tournament at Epsom College. As
only a few people played at school, Mr Bird
picked a team from Philp House instead. It
was really exciting as there had not been any
basketball games played before, so everyone
was looking forward to it. The teams we
faced were well trained and played on a
regular basis. We were so unprepared that
we did not even have our own team shirts!
The first game was against Epsom College.

We started well, and were leading, but
their pace and momentum started to pick
up and they eventually beat us. The game
against Caterham was even tougher. Their
physique, tactics and general techniques of
their players were well above ours. We
were badly beaten. The last game against
Dulwich was a closer game. Both teams
gave everything and the score was very
tight, but we ended up losing. Despite all
the disappointment, I thought it was a
good, memorable experience.
The Upper 6 boarders and staff went out
for dinner in Wimbledon, which is another
traditional event for those who are leaving
that year. Although it was a good meal, it

was also a sad moment as we would be
leaving Freemen’s. The night was
concluded with a few speeches from
myself, Mr Lewis and most importantly, Mr
Gilleron who only joined us for a year but
made a great contribution to the boarding
house. I am sure everyone will miss him
and I wish him all the best in the future.
Spending five years in Philp House was an
unforgettable experience. The lovely
environment that the school has provided
and the friendly staff who are ever so
helpful are always worth remembering. I
am sure the new boarders will enjoy their
time at Freemen’s. I wish them good luck
and all the best in their future studies.
Jens Wong
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ENIGMA
Young Enterprise is a scheme run in
Lower 5, that allows students to set up
‘companies’ for a year, using real money
with real dangers of debt. The ‘companies’
begin with shareholders providing the
initial funding which at the end of the year
is (meant to be) returned, with a dividend.
Of course if the company doesn’t make
enough money, then the shareholders can’t
be repaid so there is pressure to make
money. My company was a large group of
25 which lead to certain difficulties
throughout the year. It took nearly an
hour, with a lot of debate, to choose our
company name of ‘Enigma’. Our company
marketed two main products: ‘Fire Bricks’
and ‘The Really Handy Book’. The Fire
Bricks we manufactured entirely by
ourselves using special presses and soaked
newspaper, in the school’s DT lab.
Unfortunately, the process is extremely
messy and large numbers of people were
often needed to do it. So I’d like to make a
huge thank you, on behalf of our
company, to Mr Kew for putting up with
us for so long despite how difficult that
must have been. The process was painfully
long and laborious and sadly we priced
the bricks relatively low before realising
the amount of effort needed. Therefore we
made little money yet were overwhelmed

Young Enterprise
by orders as the bricks were a huge
success. This led to low morale within the
company and we rapidly grew to hate the
product. It was time for a new one.
The Really Handy Book was written
entirely by company members, in
particular Joss Welsh and Lily Walter. They
produced, edited and laid out expertly
(along with the help of many others).
Unfortunately, the book took a long time
to write and organise the printing – most
likely the fault of our poor organisation.
So we effectively missed the entire Spring
Term when we could have been selling or
at least marketing it. It wasn’t until the
Summer Term that it finally took off and
we actually managed to sell 100 books in a
few short weeks. It was an excellent effort
by the entire company and we are
extremely grateful to everyone who
supported us by purchasing the books,
particularly on Prize Day.
Participating in Young Enterprise led, for
myself at least, to a huge amount of stress,
confusion and frustration. I was elected as
managing director for the final two terms
and dealing with such a large group of
people with such low morale was a
massive challenge. I hope I lived up to
their expectations. However the

experience, whilst it may not always have
been enjoyable (I once stayed up until 4am
attempting to complete a company report,
not something I recommend), has been
absolutely fascinating and is of particular
interest to anyone who is considering a
city career. Thank you must be said to Mr
Parkin who was our ‘link teacher’ and also
to Philip Altong and Ted Kennedy who
were our business advisors. All gave up
huge amounts of time and effort to help us
in all the mess we created and supported
us along the way.

Nicola Abbott

MOTIVATE
‘Motivate’ began the year with firm
ambitions of success, yet with many strong
characters and numerous members within
the group it was difficult for everyone to
have their say and we found that even on
the first week we encountered problems
which needed solving.
It did not take us long to realise that our
successes would not come naturally and we
were soon conducting market research and
contacting companies when our first
innovative idea was launched, to produce a
discount card for teenagers to use at selected
local stores. However, due to the current

recession and lack of trust towards a group
of 15 year olds from retailers, the decision
was made to discontinue with the idea.
We began 2010 with a different
management team and decided to market
products based on upcoming holidays.
Our most memorable products were the
mystery Valentines roses, not only for their
success and popularity within the school
but the pleasing profits that we made.
Teamwork was a very important aspect for
our group, not only was it the foundation
for the lessons that we learnt and
influential on individual growth, but it

also had a direct impact on the group’s
success financially. It was the initial target
that we set ourselves that kept the
company together throughout our
successes and failures: instead of having a
certain economic goal to reach, we decided
to try and make the best of the experience
and have fun along the way.
I can genuinely say that Young Enterprise
was a fantastic insight into the business
world and that the team is incredibly
grateful for the opportunities that we were
given.

Lottie Suddell

STRIKE
I'm happy with the decision that I made in
becoming managing director of the Young
Enterprise company 'Strike'. I feel that I
have learnt a lot from my experience, about
leadership, teamwork and managing
finance in a business. I learnt to take control
and make important decisions, taking into
account other people's opinions.
As a company we had great success in
making and selling wrapping paper and
Freemen's cufflinks at Christmas and for
Father's Day. Although we went through
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some hard times, when everyone's morale
was low, in the end it paid off and we made
a small profit.
Young Enterprise is an excellent
opportunity, which is great to get involved
in, it presents you with many opportunities
to gain confidence by giving presentations
in front of other schools and we even got to
sell our products at Exxon Mobile in
Ashtead.
Francesca Crabtree

Prize Day
In 2009 it was decided to radically
alter Prize Day to be a more inclusive
celebration of the School year. Prize
Day 2010, another beautiful summer’s
day, followed the same winning
formula.
Proceedings began with Junior Prize
Giving, hosted by the Deputy Chairman of
Governors, Mr Roger Chadwick. It was the
perfect opportunity to use the new video
camera, generously funded by the FSA, to
capture the event and beam it on to the big
screen so everyone got a good view. Whilst
the Juniors were enjoying a review of the
year, their prizes, poetry readings and a
number of musical items, the Seniors were
involved in their House sports – athletics
for the boys and tennis for the girls. In
addition, there were fantastic exhibitions
of pupil work in all areas of the School.
This year, the Lord Mayor locum tenens
arrived in time for lunch with Governors
and Livery Company representatives. He
then processed through cheering lines of
Junior School pupils to the Sports Hall for
Prize-Giving, senior style. In the presence
of parents, Livery Company guests,
Governors and other generous
benefactors, some 150 prizes were
awarded, followed by speeches from the
Headmaster, the Lord Mayor and the
Head Boy and Head Girl. The Headmaster
produced a shed, which the FSA presented
to Mr Martin Hearne on the occasion of his
retirement from the School after 33 years
of outstanding service. The Lord Mayor
produced a vuvuzela, the instrument so
fresh in our minds (and ears) after the
World Cup, which fortunately, he only
blew once, and the Head Boy, Michael
Dawes, apologised for the 8ft vision of
himself beamed onto the screen behind the
stage before giving some heart-felt, and
often amusing, reflections of life at School
along with Head Girl, Ellie Marsh. With
the formal parts of the day over, we retired
to Main House for tea.
It was a splendid day and a tribute to the
hard work of the entire School – pupils,
staff, flower arrangers, estate and
catering staff.
Mrs Vicky Buckman
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News from the Library
Another busy year began with a
wonderful display of photographs
taken by our pupils during the
summer holidays. Our challenge had
been to take a photograph
representing a book title and entries
were many and varied, ranging from
Jaws to Casino Royale.
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Library. Despite a few restrictions to
service caused by this, it did not stand in
the way of our celebration of World Book
Day on 4th March with the whole School
participating, from Form 1 to Upper 6. All
Senior School pupils took part in the hotlycontested Inter-House Book Quiz (won by
Whittington).

The winning photographer and recipient
of a digital camera was Harriet Walsh of
Upper 5 for her depiction of ‘My best
friend’s girl’.

All junior pupils (and most of the staff)
came to school dressed as a favourite
character from a book and began the day
with one of our regular DEAR (Drop
Everything And Read) sessions.

As part of our celebration of National
Children’s Book Week in October, Chris
d’Lacey came to school to talk to Form 1 to
Upper 2 about his popular ‘Icefire’ series
of books. Other events that week included
our annual Book Fair, a ‘You are what you
read’ competition, book swaps and many
activities in the Junior Library.

Prizes for best costume were awarded to
Megan Haine (the BFG) and Ella Pearson
(Alice in Wonderland) by the new Junior
School Headmaster, Mr Mark Beach. Also
during the day, pupils had the opportunity
to take a tour of the Junior School
classrooms, the doors of which had been
decorated as book covers.

The great excitement in the Junior School
after Christmas was the commencement of
building of the extension to the Junior

The Junior Library extension was
completed in April and officially opened
by the Chairman of Governors. With twice
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the floor space, five new computers, comfy
beanbags and a wider range of resources
than ever, it has become a very popular
place to visit!
It was also a great place in which to
welcome our second author this year, Chris
Bradford. His award-winning ‘Young
Samurai’ series tells the story of a teenage
cabin boy shipwrecked in 17th Century
Japan and adopted by a Samurai warrior.
Chris enthralled his audience of Lower 3
to Lower 4 pupils with a re-enactment of a
fight scene from one of his books,
complete with genuine Samurai sword.
As ever, our final event of the year was the
Library Challenge Cup. As it was a World
Cup year, we had a football theme and the
final penalty shoot-out pitted Chile (U2G)
against Slovenia (L5G1). Seniority won the
day eventually, although only by one goal,
and Lower 5 carried off the trophy.
Mrs Sue Dawes

International Fly Guy
At the Wellington College
International Rugby Festival, held
between Saturday 3rd April and
Friday 9th April, James Wilson was
selected to represent the London and
South East Division, against Portugal
U17 at Wellington College on
Tuesday 6th April. This was the first
time James had represented London
and the South East.
The day started with presentations of a
special playing shirt, ties and division
socks. This was followed by a training
session with the London and South East
coaches, whilst the afternoon was
punctuated with a presentation photo of
the two teams together in the grounds of
the college.
For the actual game James started on the
bench, but played the whole of the second
half at fly half. James played an error free
half and scored a number of conversions.
He was significantly accurate in his kicking

CIEH
Once again the Upper 4 have
successfully completed the CIEH
Level 2 Award in Food Safety as part
of their Food Technology course.
Pupils who sat the examination in
march set the standard by achieving a
100% pass rate. Those who took the
examination in June achieved 95%.
Mrs Margaret Smith

House Chef

from hand. Overall the final score was
London and South East 46, Portugal 19.
Participating Teams in the Festival:
England U16A, Belgium U17, Canada
U17, France A, Italy A, Portugal U17,
Scotland U17, North and Midlands,
London and South East, South West.
Mr James Gibson

Wednesday 30th June brought
another very good selection of
entries for each of the five
categories for the annual House
Chef competition. Senior School
winners have always received
prizes from Food Technology but
for the first time this year the
entries contributed to the
House totals.
Once again Aramark kindly provided
a judge. Chef Mark Fenwick spent the
morning tasting a sample of every
entry before deciding which should be
placed in the top three for each category.
Congratulations go to everyone who
made an entry and in doing so made a
contribution to their House. It was great
to see the enthusiasm and creativity
shown by many of the pupils.

Physics Challenges
Over the past year, the brightest
physicists in Upper 5 – Upper 6 have
entered various competitions to
stretch their minds.
Amongst other questions, the GCSE
Physics Challenge candidates had to
calculate the speed of impact with the
ground of an object dropped from the
viewing deck of the Eiffel Tower and
calculate the distance to the Sun by
observing Venus in its orbit. Nine pupils
were awarded Bronze, with Edward
Walton achieving Silver.
In the AS Physics Competition, students
had to calculate the amount of gold by
mass contained in a recently excavated
crown and decide what a bowl of soup
would look like on a train when

The winners were:
Rock cakes (Upper 2): Maisie Sareen,
James Stanley and Matthew Stanley.
Decorated cakes (Lower 3): Isobel
Briggs, Abigail Jordan and Suzy Lister.
Shortbread (Upper 3): Kate Irwin, Alex
Wilcox, Nathan Dunne and Sally Watt.
Bread rolls (Lower 4): Tim Newhouse,
Emma Archer-Lock and Cameron
Watson. Victoria sandwich cake
(Upper 4 – Upper 6): Saskia Davies,
Alice Penney and Louise Bluck.

decelerating into a station. 12 students
scooped Bronze, with Jason Ho and Tom
Sneller both achieving Silver.
The A2 Physics Olympiad was as
cerebrally challenging as ever, with
students having to consider the forces
needed on a ladder in order for a man to
climb higher safely and investigate how
gravity on the Earth’s surface varies when
mining iron ore. Douglas Young, Danny
Riley and Stuart Keenan each achieved
Bronze in this notoriously difficult
competition.

Mrs Margaret Smith

Congratulations to all who took part and
well done in particular to the medal
winners. Your results are a great
achievement.
Mr James Hallam
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Charity
Raising £18,505 during the academic year
is no mean feat when there are so many
other things going on in the School that
need to be done. In response to the Haiti
earthquake, a concert was quickly
organised in aid of ShelterBox – the
charity supported by Lower 5 which
sends essential supplies to those made
homeless by disasters. In a change to
usual procedures, the money was sent
straight to the charity, rather than waiting
for the end of the year, as the need was so
urgent. This year’s Rag Week raised in
excess of £4,000. It also saw the first ever
Staff versus Sixth Form Quidditch match.
In a closely fought match, the Sixth Form
managed to catch the snitch, thus
claiming victory. Help for Heroes was the
chosen charity of the Junior School and
they managed to raise some £10,604
through their hugely entertaining Talent
Shows, sponsored events such as a
sponsored spell and cake and ice pop
sales. The Tadworth Children’s Trust
(£1,183) and Surrey Crossroads (£1,012)
were the local charities chosen by Upper
4 and Upper 5 respectively. The Sixth
Form raised £2,423 for International Aid
for Kenya – an organisation run by a
former member of staff. The staff
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pantomime, now an annual fixture and
boasting the biggest cast ever, played to a
packed house and raised over £750.
Charitable giving has not stopped at the
chosen charities, however, as members of
staff have raised money for the Marie Curie
Foundation, Breast Cancer, the British
Heart Foundation and the Royal Marsden.
As ever, the School supported the annual
Poppy Appeal raising £420 and the Music
Department held a practice-a-thon in aid
of the Malcolm Sargent appeal.
The expedition to Peru saw all groups
involved in charitable projects for which
they raised £6,072 through a variety of
different activities including a sponsored
walk over the Surrey Hills and an Easter
market.
The willingness of the pupils to support
such important causes and the creativity
and originality with which they raise the
money is to be applauded. The humble
cake sale plays its part – but in the time I
have had oversight of the Charity account
the fund-raising ventures have become
both more numerous and more inventive.
Here’s to the next year!
Mrs Vicky Buckman
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Team Mathematics Competition
On Thursday 25th February Mrs Cast
took a group of four Lower and
Upper 4 students – Nick Etherington,
Andrew Aitchinson, Rachel Dunne
and Katy Griffin – to City of London
Boys’ school to take part in the
UKMT Team Maths challenge.
The day started with a warm up round of
ten challenging questions to get us ready
for the day ahead. They included difficult
algebraic puzzles and paradox problems.
We were then introduced to our teacher for
the day (as all the teachers swapped around
to make it fair) who would be taking our
scores and marking our questions.
The first competitive round comprised ten
demanding questions (much more difficult
than the warm-up round). We had to work
as a team and share out questions to get
them all done. Our efforts in this round
put us in the top three schools which we
were very pleased about after an hour of
hard work.

The second round was a mathematical
crossword or rather a crossnumber during
which half the team had the ‘down’ clues
and half the team had the ‘across’ clues.
We couldn’t confer, but we could request
an answer from the other team through
our teacher. Our score of 52 out of 60 was
pretty good and one of the best of the 20
teams from around the South-East.
During the third round we competed
directly against other teams, getting bonus
points for finishing faster than the
opposing team. We were again split into
pairs, answering questions in turn, each of
our answers relying on the previous pair’s
to be correct.
The final round was the ‘relay’ round, in
which the teams were divided in half and
positioned at opposite sides of the hall.
The halves of the teams took it in turns to
answer questions, then fast-walked
(running was not allowed!) to their
teachers to have their answer checked. If
the answer was right they could then take

On a more serious note the curtains
at the hall provided us with much
amusement and subsequent
comparison to Mr Bramhall’s
house. The time of the talk had
come. Our party meandered in a
geographical manner into the
lecture theatre.
Scientifically constructed but
lacking in practicality, the seats
again provided much amusement.
The five self described geeks
presented before us by The Royal

We were delighted to receive free gifts
including a mini puzzle and limited
edition pens which almost bettered our
incredible top five placing after the
thoroughly enjoyable day. In celebration of
our top five place, we were all treated to a
Krispy Kreme doughnut which we
definitely deserved after being faced with
questions such as:

“12345 can be expressed as
the sum of two primes in exactly
one way. What is the largest
of the two primes?”
Katy Griffin and Rachel Dunne

Surrey Schools
Maths Challenge

Maths Lecture
With Mr Bramhall at the helm,
we were led into Lower London
on Monday 21st September, as
our five strong army lay siege
into the halls of The Royal
Society. Being mathematicians
we quickly analysed and
plotted a correlation between
intelligence and flamboyancy of
eyebrow. Hurt, after a heated
discussion with a flamboyantly
eyebrowed man enthusiastically
boasting about the age of his
school, we found consolidation
in the refreshments.

the other half of the teams’ answer to them
and so it began again. This round was by
far the most tense and the no running rule
wasn’t entirely followed…

Society had an unusual obsession
with Frisbees. We still don’t know
why this is the case. Their rebellious
behaviour extended to late night
card games and defacing the frozen
lake surface with equations which
we are still unable to comprehend.
Professor James Davenport of Bath
University finally strode on to the
stage. The room stuttered in
admirational silence. The talk itself
was interesting, we were told about
how Google originated from a
spelling mistake and that the verb
‘to google’ means something quite
different. Further explanation into
the selection of web pages by search
engines and the mathematics
behind secure data transfer were
enlightening. We left the talk after
being rejected from the after-lecture
party for James Davenport and his
mathematical chums.
Overall it was a successful trip,
losing only two members of our
team, and being educated into the
Mathematics behind the Internet.

Michael Dawes

On 3rd February Mrs Hobbs took our team
of five Lower 6 students – Tom Sneller, Mark
Whitehouse, Geneva Wong, Angel Lau and
Frances Cox – to compete in the Surrey Schools
Maths Challenge 2010 at the University of Surrey.
We were given ten warm up questions involving
complex algebra and logical thinking. We completed
these questions (somewhat successfully) and the real
competition got underway. It involved two rounds,
the first a set of multiple choice questions where we
split into three groups, answering five questions
each. After a lot of frantic scribbling we finished
the questions and managed to check them just
before the time ran out. We got off to a strong start
answering 13 correctly, giving us a good chance
going into the next round.
The second round was a series of ten demanding
questions, with a time limit of only 45 minutes.
Communication was important in this round as the
questions usually required more than one person
to figure them out! After 45 minutes of intense
mathematics we handed in our answers and
waited eagerly to find out how we had done.
The results were announced and at the end of a great
day at the university we finished sixth behind some
excellent schools. We were slightly disappointed
but had a great time representing Freemen’s and
we look forward to competing another time.
Mark Whitehouse
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Duke of Edinburgh
This year has been extremely busy
with ever increasing numbers joining
the scheme.
The Bronze practice and final expeditions
took our Upper 4 pupils through the Surrey
Hills to Bentley Copse, Newlands Corner,
Boider Hurst, Leith Hill and Ranmore
Common.
The Silver groups navigated their way
through the New Forest and Crickhowell
in the Black Mountains.
The Gold teams descended on the Brecon
Beacons, scaling the heights of Pen Y Fan,
Corn Du, Cribyn and Fan y Big.
Alongside all the trekking, our pupils have
been diligently working on the skill,
physical, volunteering and for Gold,
residential sections of their award.

GOLD AWARD – October
At the start of the October half-term 15
anxious students travelled to Wales to
complete the final expedition. On arrival
in the Brecon Beacons we were greeted by
our expedition assessors, spectacular
scenery and a bracing cool breeze.
The expedition began the following
morning. We set off into the Welsh
wilderness and embarrassingly, 45 minutes
later found ourselves back where we had
started having taken a wrong bearing.
Nevertheless this did teach us a quick and
important lesson – always use a compass.
The first two days’ walks were completed in
high spirits, the weather warm and dry and
the views magnificent. Day three, however,
presented us with additional challenges as
we faced a wider than anticipated river
crossing, a gate guarded by a bull and a
merciless rain storm. Soaked to the skin
and utterly exhausted we navigated our
way to our final campsite. On arrival we
were met by the campsite owner, a
wonderfully generous and welcoming
woman. She not only provided us with
piles of newspaper to dry out our boots
and bags with, but she also opened up her
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garage so that we could shelter from the
rain and hang up our clothes to dry.
On the final day we found ourselves
climbing steep quarry walls, wading
through unmarked bogs and getting lost in
dense forest. Nevertheless we passed the
time in good spirits as we recalled the
week’s many highs and lows. Despite the
challenging terrain we made it to the finish
line, at Grawen Farm, in good time.
The expedition was a truly memorable and
rewarding experience. I thoroughly enjoyed
being part of such a keen, competent, well
organised and good humoured team.
Harriet Newhouse

GOLD AWARD – April
It was during the Easter holidays when the
self-proclaimed ‘A-Team’ set off to the
Brecon Beacons for our four-day practice
expedition. Our spirits were high as the sun
shone down on our mini-bus and we arrived
at the Youth Hostel. Being an organised and
prepared group we decided it was a good
idea to actually plan our route for the
following day and, nourished by the popcorn
of an unknown but seemingly kind-hearted
man, watched Ollie Garrod do all the work.
It was under Ollie’s guidance that we set off
the following morning and entered the
wilderness for a 22km hike consisting of
climbing three mountains. As before, spirits
were high and jokes were frequent as we
wound our way through farmer’s fields and
along rivers. However, all this enthusiasm
soon evaporated when we reached the foot
of the first mountain and saw how steep and
high it was and how far away the peak lay.
Arriving at our campsite we all felt relatively
relaxed and comfortable until we were
reminded that we hadn’t got routes
planned for Days 2, 3 or 4. We decided it
would be a good idea for us all, as a team, to
get to work. Once again, we left it to Ollie.
The morning of Day 2 was gruelling.
However, we remained on track and
incredibly, ahead of time. That was until we
decided to let Alex Gregory navigate. Within

half an hour we were wading through kneedeep nettles, completely off track because
Alex had found a ‘short-cut’. The cuts and
bruises were worth it though when we
stumbled upon an idyllic, hidden-away
waterfall. Alex discovered that we actually
had taken a short cut and we were still
ahead of time. We figured that we could
allow ourselves a 20 minute break to regain
our energy and strength. An hour and a half
later we got up and started walking again. As
we were now considerably behind schedule
we thought it a good idea to cut a large part
of the route off our journey and we camped
in the wild by the calm, still reservoir.
Day 3 was the most eventful day of the
week. Having conquered the mountain Lucy
had set us we were walking along the right
path, on time, when we saw a line of fire in
the distance. Being teenage boys this was
very interesting and we thought it best to
stop for a while and take a few pictures. We
then continued to walk along our path.
After another 45 minutes of trekking the fire
seemed closer but this thought was dispelled
by Jamie Graham: “They wouldn’t let a fire
get out of control – we’re fine.” Following
nods of agreement we continued happily.
Ten minutes later we were running across a
field, in the completely wrong direction
after the frantic calls and waves of Lucy
and Mr Bramhall, who had fortunately
managed to find us. The fire was indeed
advancing. Bemused we turned around to
where we were walking just moments
before to see the whole field aflame.
Someone’s words “ooops” somewhat
summarised the situation.
The most horrifying day was Day 4. In
between rescuing sheep we found ourselves
eating our lunches outside what seemed to
be an abandoned cottage. We thought it
would be a good idea to explore. All seemed
like an abandoned house should seem – old
boots lying on the floor, cobwebs, broken
windows, dust etc, but then Jamie decided
to look around upstairs only to find a
Mother’s Day card from this year and a brand
new coat, still with the label on. Having
watched a few too many horror films in our

time, fear set in, along with the assumption
that the “dude from Texas Chainsaw
Massacre thingy…” was on his way and we,
for the first time in four days, moved quickly.
All fear had gone however when we believed
a small path was the last of the expedition
and we were nearly there. Unfortunately,
said path lasted approximately 45 minutes
and we still had two hours of the day
remaining. We trudged the final two hours
relatively happily and turned a bend to see
the most beautiful sight possible: the
school mini-bus. We had made it, just.
Samuel Dean

GOLD AWARD – July
The expedition lasted for four days and three
nights at the Brecon Beacons, in Wales. It was
a real adventure from beginning to end. Every
day we walked from eight in the morning
until four in the afternoon. That was only if
we were lucky and did not get lost. Each
day created huge challenges; massive hills
with steep gradients, worrying if any wild
animals were going to attack us or block our
routes, speedy wind and the pouring rain.
The highlight of the first day was a barbeque,
after the tiring walk up to the Table
Mountain. After this wonderful meal, we
stayed the night in our campsite. Putting up
our tents on top of the sheep’s droppings is
not fun at all. Worst of all, before our alarm
went off, a sheep attacked our tent and woke
us up. This was not a good start to the day.
With the support and encouragement from
our teammates, we got through the difficulties
of being lost and learnt to trust each other.
Slowly, the days got better and better.
As our expedition was during the first week
of the summer holiday, it was nice to go to
Wales with the attractive scenery of the
greens, wildlife and rivers. It was really
relaxing after our pressurised and intense
revision and exams.
Even though we were exhausted on the last
day, our happiness was growing. The
rewarding feelings and sense of achievement
encouraged us to push ourselves to the
finishing line. Our target was to arrive at the
coach by four and we successfully met our
target. What was more encouraging was when
we realised our watch was fast, which meant
we were an hour early to the bus. We will
never forget that moment, as we had never
felt that happy and rewarded in our lives.
Eunice Yeung

SILVER AWARD – April
In the Easter holidays, we went to the New
Forest. It took us about an hour to get
there, in which time we realised we did not
have our own copy of the route card. It
took us about ten minutes to get lost,
wandering astray from our path. It then took
us another twenty minutes before we were
lost again as we followed a curving path that
wasn't on the map, and it led us to a very
scary house. We walked through the forest
and Josh spotted some deer skulls hanging
from a tree, and we found one on the ground
and took it. However the more we looked we

saw more and more skulls, and we realised
there were hundreds of them. Josh even
spotted a pair of antlers in a bin, and when
he had a closer look we realised it was a
head, not just a skull, to which we decided
we had probably stayed long enough. We
regained our track and managed to make up
for lost time and quickly arrived at the first
checkpoint. We had a nice lunch break. We
then stopped in at the deer sanctuary (we
thought it would be ironic) to have an ice
cream. We then got lost again (the New
Forest looks a lot smaller on the map). I
think it was on one of my many shortcuts
that I decided it was a good idea to deviate
from the path. I took us into a very steep
bog, which we worked out later must have
cut us about five kilometres. However we
thought we had gone in the wrong direction,
so decided to go seven kilometres in the
other direction where we got to the
underpass. Unfortunately it was the wrong
one. We eventually ended up at the camp
site second, which considering our mistake
was quite impressive.
We had an early breakfast, were told to shut
up by a neighbouring camper (it was Mr
Treloar as well). We made a quick getaway by
9am and got to the first checkpoint a good
hour later. We kept walking until we met
another group, going in the opposite direction,
(we were put into two groups one going
clockwise, the other anti-clockwise). Toward
the end of the day, we took another shortcut
through a bog. We eventually got to the campsite first, and were met by Mr Treloar in the
minibus, who pretended to drive away to
scare us.

some on their practice. The good weather
made the first day relatively incident-free,
and we could admire the brilliant scenery
as we made our way up to the ruins of
Mount Tor and Sugar Loaf Hill. We
reached our campsite in good time, though
one of the other groups managed to get lost
before their first checkpoint.
Day 2 was the worst. In the middle of July,
the rain decided to come down while we
were most exposed, high on Offa’s Dyke
Path (someone in one of the other groups
forgot his waterproofs, and was wearing
only a T-shirt and trunks, which was
clever). Our assessor, when we found the
first checkpoint, then thought it would be
fun to do some more mini-navigation, in the
pouring rain. We had to make bearings and
find our way through thick vegetation, with
only the contours of hills as help. The assessor
finally took pity, and we once again set off.
It was a relief when we got to the campsite,
next to the old ruined abbey of Llanthony.
On Day 3 we were determined to be quick.
The rain only came down a few times, but
it was quite hard after the previous two
days of walking. Our group had decided to
take what looked like the shortest route on
the map, but we had not foreseen the harsh
slopes and steep fields we had to cross, and
we had to take a lot of breaks. Finally
everyone got to Crickhowell, and we got
on the coach back to England (civilisation),
stopping for a deserved meal. Overall the
trip was a success (for most) and we return
in October for our final expedition.
Steven Pilley

On the third day I managed to get us lost
again, fortunately turning it into a short cut,
and we arrived at the first checkpoint first.
We were led afterwards by Charlie's group,
who swiftly led us into a bog. We got to the
next checkpoint and carved our initials into
a tree, then proceeded back to the scary house
so we could all have a skull. We walked
through a town centre with packs on our
backs and deer skulls in hand, arriving at the
finish first out of the anti-clockwise groups.
There were many blisters and many dirty
knees. Dinner every night consisted of curry
and rice, with porridge for breakfast and
many snacks along the way. It was two nights
and three days of fun. I never expected I
would have to ask a bus driver if I could take
a skull on his bus (I asked whilst wearing a
necklace of deer vertebrae, but that seemed
normal at the time). It was a wild experience,
with many laughs along the way.
Harry Househam

SILVER – July
We finally got to Crickhowell, near the Black
Mountains, where we had a long wait before
being shown into the place we would stay
that night. The teachers did not like to see us
doing nothing, and so we met with our D of
E assessors, and did some mini-navigation
practice. It was a painful experience, as we
walked through areas full of nettles.
Next morning we left Crickhowell in our
groups, some on their final expedition, and
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UKMT Team Maths Challenge
On 18th November, Mrs Newhouse,
accompanied by Tom Sneller, Mark
Whitehouse, Douglas Young and CheolHui Kim visited Surrey University for
the annual UKMT Team Maths
Challenge regional heat. The
competition is made up of three rounds
– the team questions, the cross-number
and the relay. In the first round, ten
questions were put on the table and we
had to answer as many as possible in 45
minutes. We scored maximum points,
putting us in a good position from the
start. The second round, cross number,

required logic and teamwork. We were
split into two pairs and each pair given a
crossword with clues, but this is not as
simple as it seems. Firstly, all the
answers are numbers and secondly, one
pair will be given the across clues, and
the other pair the down clues and the
last catch is that most of the clues refer
to other clues or have no definitive
answer without first having a number to
work with. We again did well, only
dropping a handful of marks, putting us
in a great position. Unfortunately, the
last round was where it all fell down.

Again we were split into pairs, and a
question was given to one of the pairs.
When they had answered it, they passed
the answer to the other pair, and they
used this answer to calculate the next
answer and so on. We did fairly poorly,
but because of our great marks from the
other rounds, we came joint third with
Caterham. We came back happy with
our third but disappointed that we
didn’t do better in the last round.

Tom Sneller

The Batchelor Society
A new addition to the many club opportunities at Freemen’s, the Batchelor Society
has been a huge success. Named in honour of former Head of History Mr Batchelor,
the club held talks on a wide range of historical topics led by both teachers and
students every other week, attracting students from all academic fields.
The society opened with a fierce debate
between Mr Wright and Mrs Edwards
about whether ‘the First World War was
fought for the right reasons using the right
means', with the student vote on which
was the most convincing argument
causing considerable rivalry within the
History office! Another debate concerning
the inevitability of the American Civil War
was argued excellently by Upper 6 history
students Matt Cox and Alex Wright, and
discussion on modern issues also took
place in a ‘Question Time’ with a panel of
both teachers (Mr Bentley and Mr Retzlaff)
and students (Ollie Raggett and Laura
Grayling) answering questions submitted
on current affairs.
Katie Zinser and Mrs Edwards did a two
part series on the history of mental illness
which covered a huge period of time and
was a great overview of how society’s
attitude has changed towards it and the
reasons why. Another two part series was
'Nice theory, wrong species: Is the idea of
Communism obsolete?' which examined
the question from various viewpoints,
Patrick Kennedy contributing analysis
from a biological standpoint while Tom
Clarke, Luke Shakerchi and Mrs Edwards
viewed it in terms of history and politics.
Mr Wright spoke on the reputation of
‘Bloody Mary’ and on the imagery used to
portray Elizabeth I which challenged the
assumptions made about the famous
queens and led to a deeper understanding
of their rule instead of their stereotypical
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representations. Mrs Edwards spoke on
the ideal of a Utopia presenting it through
the different ideas that Plato, Marx and
More had on the subject, and Pete Hyams,
Luke Shakerchi and Kate MacLeod spoke
on Counter-factual history.

Careers
Taster Day

Two very thought provoking sessions invited
teachers to share their perspective having
lived through the history which we study
from the outside. Mr Bloomer led the talk
‘Growing up in Apartheid South Africa'
and Klaus, the German assistant led a
session on how Germans deal with their
history. These talks gave us an opportunity
to understand situations through the way
they impact on individuals and were both
really fascinating insights into different
cultures. We are extremely grateful that Mr
Bloomer and Klaus were willing to share
their experiences for our benefit and
gained a new outlook on the periods
discussed and their effects.

At the Careers Taster Day on Thursday
17th June, Upper 4 and Lower 5 pupils
each chose three workshops to attend,
from a list including Business and
Management, City and Financial
Markets, Medicine and Related Carers,
Sports Science, Fashion Design, Life
Sciences, Performing Arts, Psychology,
Engineering and Construction, Sports
and Leisure Management, Graphic
Design, Film and TV, Pharmaceutical
Industry and Social Care. Feedback on
the day from pupils was favourable, so
it’s hoped that this Careers Taster Day
will become an annual event, with
changes to the careers on offer each year.

With the variety of interesting talks the
Batchelor society has hosted this year, it is
easy to explain its popularity among students
and teachers. I’d like to thank everyone
who has contributed to the club, whether
doing a talk or organising it behind the
scenes and in particular a huge thanks to
Mrs Edwards and Mr Wright who have
put so much effort into running the society.
Its accomplishments and our enjoyment of
it have been the fruit of their efforts.

Mr Bernard Hall

Kate MacLeod
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The Royal Society of Chemistry’s
Analytical Chemistry Competition
On Wednesday 21st April,
Martyn Holloway-Neville, James
MacDonald and Tom Sneller
represented the school at the
University of Greenwich for the
South East Regional Heat of the
Analytical Chemistry Competition.
The three students took part in the two
‘tasks of the day’ – analysing an unknown
compound using classic laboratory tests,
and a further analysis using colour
absorption techniques.
The first task involved identifying an
unknown powder, as well as five other
powders, using standard tests – the flame
test to identify metal ions, and various
acid tests, and we successfully identified
all the compounds – full marks so far. The
second task, proved to be much more of a
challenge and it tested our minds to the
maximum. It involved making up an
incredibly precisely-concentrated solution,
and then using a very accurate instrument,
the colorimeter, to test the concentration of
coloured particles in the solution. The
actual calculations then were complex and
required much thought.

We received our marks and were placed
mid-table of the 14 teams. Our second
experiment was not precise enough, so we
lost some accuracy marks. Otherwise we
had achieved all that was expected of us,
stretched our minds and learnt a lot.

It was a great day, and a chance for some
of our keenest chemists to show their
mettle, show what they could do and beat
some other very good schools and colleges
in the competition.
Martyn Holloway-Neville

We Achieved Our Target (2.0) of
Becoming Regional Champions
Our team of Upper 6 Economists
won their regional heat in the Target
2.0 competition (Bank of England
and The Times Interest Rate
Challenge). They presented their
analysis of the current state of the
economy and likely future direction
to a team of three economists from
the Bank of England, followed by
recommendations of the action they
would take to achieve the
government's target of 2% inflation.
Based on their assessment of the slight
pick-up in world trade, the significant
amount of spare capacity in the
economy and the fragile signs of a return
in consumer confidence, as well as some
slight recovery in bank lending to
businesses and consumers, they

recommended that the base rate should
be held at the current rate of 0.5% and
that quantitative easing should be
maintained at the current level as it does
appear to be effective.
They also made reference to the breaking
news about the Dubai property group
asking for an extra six months before they
pay interest due on their lending, and
considered the impact that this might
have on banks, markets and confidence.

The team, consisting of Stuart Keenan,
Heather Shakerchi, Callum Ross and
Michael Dawes, all studied Economics at
A Level, but the data collection and
analysis that was used in their presentation
had been carried out by all 16 students
who studied Economics in Upper 6 this
year, so this really was a team effort.

Mrs Penny Brooks

After questioning them closely about the
detailed background to their reasoning
the judges praised them for the structure
of their analysis and the depth of their
economic knowledge, and particularly
liked the consumer confidence survey
that they had carried out at Prize Day in
July and at Open Mornings in October
and November.
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Freemen’s Mock Election
Gordon Brown’s decision to go to
the country on Thursday 5th May
was greeted excitedly by all those
with an interest in politics in Britain,
but with particular relish in the
constituency of Ashtead Park,
illustrated by the pace and energy
put into campaigning from the start.
The candidates were suitably diverse with
a range of electioneering styles and tactics
demonstrated. The Green Party’s William
English limited the damage caused to the
environment with a carbon-light campaign
of five posters. Michael Dawes reflected
the confident swagger of the Liberal
Democrats, basking in the glow of
‘Cleggmania’ and forging an independent
line on issues like the opening of a Tesco’s
in Ashtead. The most colourful campaign
was from Harry Househam of the Official
Monster Raving Loony Party whose
ambition was to see Trident abandoned in
favour of taming monsters such as
Godzilla. The early frontrunner was
Samuel Matthey of the Conservatives
whose patrician air was spiced up by a
campaign orchestrated by glamorous
activists and posters of the candidate as
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Gene Hunt astride his Audi Quattro. Elder
statesman Oliver Raggett of the Labour
Party, promoted his New Labour mantra
of fairness with conviction in a hostile
environment.
The campaign saw a plethora of election
posters put up around the constituency
and candidates were put through their
paces in two hustings. The first debate saw
a large turnout from the electorate keen to
hear the views of their potential
representatives. The candidates performed
admirably in the face of challenging
questions. In the subsequent assembly, the
representatives of the three major parties
went head-to-head. Throughout the
campaign all those involved spoke lucidly
and confidently with a good grasp of their
party manifesto, although whether Harry
Househam’s party had one, is still unclear.
The votes were counted on Election Day
itself, but the politicians and electorate had
to wait on tenterhooks until Monday
morning for Returning Officer Mr
MacDonald to announce the winner in
assembly. Unlike the nation the
overwhelming call was for Harry
Househam of the Official Monster Raving

Loony Party to represent them. In a speech
of Churchillian rhetoric he urged the
electorate to battle on in the face of
adversity and that if at first you don’t
succeed then try, try, try again ‘unless it is
sky-diving’; wise words indeed.
The organiser of the vote would like to
thank all teachers and pupils who helped
out and supported the election especially
Hannah Kent, Katie Zinser, Mrs Judge and
Mr Brooke for staffing the Polling Station
on the day itself.
Mr Alex Wright
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Economics and
Business Studies News
‘4 ENTREPRENEURS’ CONFERENCE
In November, during Global Entrepreneur
Week, we attended the annual ‘4
Entrepreneurs’ conference in Leicester Square.
Among the speakers was Sir Alan Sugar,
who was open for questioning about his
views on business as well as his personal
experience in starting-up. A member of our
class, Elena Artamonova, was selected to
ask Sir Alan a question directly about how

he raised the finance he needed to start his
first business. He replied that he had saved
up the money in his Post Office savings
account, and did not believe in the ‘modern
concept’ of new entrepreneurs relying on
bank loans for their start-up finance. As
well as Sir Alan, we listened to three other
experienced entrepreneurs, including
Duncan Goose, the founder of ‘One

Water’, who shared knowledge and advice
on dealing with new businesses as well as
the role of social entrepreneurship. This
trip enabled us to get a clear and informed
perspective on the basic skills and issues
raised when forming a business which is
the key factor we have studied in the first
half of our AS Business Studies course.
Natalie Smith and Natasha Hicks

ENTREPRENEURSHIP SOCIETY AND KEYNES SOCIETY, ETON COLLEGE
For the last two years we have been
fortunate to be invited to join students at
Eton College to hear their ‘Keynes Society’
and ‘Entrepreneurship Society’ evening
speakers. These two societies, run and
organised by the Eton students rather than
the staff, are able to attract some fascinating
and eminent speakers, and our visits are so
popular that we have often taken two
minibuses full of students. Our students
have written about the talks we have
attended over the last year.
Mrs Penny Brooks
At the start of the year, some of the
economics and business students travelled
to Eton for a talk given by Chris Coleridge,
the man who started up the company ‘V
Water’, the first major supplier of vitamin
water in the UK. Coleridge not only talked
about how he started the business but also
about the methods he used to keep it
successful, as well as his reasons for
recently selling the brand to PepsiCo, for
whom he now works. The talk provided a
fun way for the new Lower 6 economists
to learn the ins and outs of starting up a
business and making the product
successful – something that was useful to
all the young potential entrepreneurs
amongst us!
Chloë Ashe
In November we heard Will King, the
owner and founder of a luxury male
shaving product line ‘King of Shaves’. His
products came about through his own
personal experience of not being able to
find skin friendly male shaving items, as
well as maintaining lower prices. Shaving
products are produced at low costs and
Will wanted to pass this onto his
customers. This means he could sell his
products at a lower price compared to
large companies with high market share
such as Gillette who have around a 70%
profit margin. He spoke passionately

about ensuring he found unique selling
points for his products to differentiate
himself in a highly competitive market.
Natalie Smith and Natasha Hicks
December saw some AS and A level
economists visit Eton College to listen to a
talk by Tim Harford, author of ‘The
Undercover Economist’. Having admittedly
been initially sceptical of the trip, with the
idea we were in for a lecture on tedious
theory, I thoroughly enjoyed the talk to
such an extent that I purchased his book.
I was very grateful to witness such an
inspiring talk at such an inspiring school.
The whole experience was of great benefit
to my classmates and I, attending our next
lesson brimming with economic vitality.
Henry Swindell
The first talk of 2010 was given by Jon
Moulton who is the CEO of Alchemy
Partners. Jon Moulton showed us the
darker side of the macroeconomic
situation in a surprisingly blunt talk. After
the event at Eton College, we were treated
to an informative if somewhat depressing
talk on the current economic situation and
Mr Moulton’s ideas for the future. Mr
Moulton was an excellent speaker and all
those who attended enjoyed and gained
from the experience.
Peter Hyams
On 11th February, economics students were
given the opportunity to listen to a talk
given by Andrew Sentance at Eton College.
Andrew is one of the nine members of the
Monetary Policy Committee at the Bank of
England. Having studied monetary policy
in our macro-economics lesson, the
prospect of listening to one of the decision
makers in the MPC was a very exciting
thought. His talk came at a time when
interest rates had been reduced to their
lowest level ever and decisions were being
made on what was the best way forward

to avoid a dreaded ‘double-dip’ recession.
Mr Sentance gave a very positive and
interesting talk on the current crisis (in
contrast to Jon Moulton the previous term)
and we left with the hope that, in the UK,
things were getting better.
Graeme Du Plessis and Mina Li
In early March, we attended the Eton
International Forum. The question for this
year was, ‘Is foreign aid really the way to
develop Africa?’ The panel incorporated
elite academic, business and political
figures, including Dr Jean Ping, former
head of the UN General Assembly. We
were surprised at the degree of consensus
amongst the panellists, that aid alone is
not the answer to Africa’s needs, and that
the political systems in many of the
countries of Africa contributed to the
difficulty. Although lacking in
controversial opinion it was an interesting
eye opener to the current flawed system.
The debate was conclusive, but inspiring.
In the end all agreed that if foreign aid was
better directed in the right areas it could be
an important catalyst towards
development. It was an enjoyable and
informative evening.
Ollie Garrod and Ben Reavley
Our final visit to Eton College this year was
for a talk given by Jim O’Neill, Head of
Global Economics, Commodities and
Strategy Research for Goldman Sachs. Mr
O’Neill, the creator of the BRIC acronym
gave a very interesting talk on how, despite
the world recession, for many emerging
countries growth has actually continued and
in fact the world economy is more resilient
than many believe. Mr O’Neill focused
mainly on China and discussed the many
strengths China has but he also left with
the thought that there is still hope for
Britain if we take advantage of our current
exchange rates and the global markets.
Anthony Townsend
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Upper 6 Leavers’ Day
If you read last year’s Leavers’ Day
article, you might right now be
fearing the worst: just more repetition
and airy self-congratulation. So let’s
come completely clean and take
some things as read: the 2010 leavers
followed almost exactly the pattern
of their immediate predecessors,
except that we had St Giles’ back and
so did not have to remove to Lower
Ashtead for the service and concert.
And all seemed to go extremely well,
with many smiles and some rueful
tears. Even the sun shone. The
photos can say the rest.
What perhaps was different and, yes,
special was the quality of the organisation
and the fullness of the experience. A great
amount of thought had gone into all the
arrangements. The leavers’ video was
amazingly well done: funny, inventive,
creative and at times suitably wistful. I am
surely not the only one to keep on watching
it and finding more things to relish. There
were many lovely touches elsewhere too:
the special ribbon on the yearbook, the
inclusion of a DVD for everyone, not to
forget all the elegance and style at the ball
that evening – those very striking tall
vases with orchids in water! It all
suggested a profusion of talent and people
working together very effectively for a
common cause. Extra time was needed for
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the concert because so many had fine
things to offer. There just was not a dead
or dull moment; all went perfectly well.
A leaver (of sorts) myself, I was perhaps
better placed this year to savour the
poignancy and appreciate the
thoughtfulness of those busy individuals
who made it all happen. I have yet to wear
the hoodie, which really does include my
name on the back, but am waiting for
colder days. I was really touched to be
presented with a Leavers’ Bible in the
service. The Red Letter present of two
tickets to a Battle Prom gave my wife and I
a most memorable evening in Sussex,
complete with Napoleonic cavalry charges,
field gun firing, a Spitfire display, some
wonderful music and even fireworks. But
most of all I shall cherish the incredible
scrapbook which the Head Girl and her
fellow conspirators put together. Most of
my life was somehow there, and certainly
my 37 years (to date) at Freemen’s. What
incredible kindness and thoughtfulness.
You did it all so well, Class of 2010, for
which you deserve the heartiest
congratulations. You will have so much to
offer in the future. You will surely be
making an impact in life and generously
doing good in the world.
Mr Martin Hearne
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2010 Academic Results
GCSE RESULTS

A-LEVEL RESULTS

Pupils achieving five or more grades A* – C

100%

UCAS points per student

368.2
(380.0)

GCSE pass rate (A* – C)

99.6%

Advanced Level pass rate (A – E)

100%
(100%)

A* & A grades as a percentage of all GCSE
entries

81.5%

A*, A & B grades as a percentage of all A Level
entries

89.6%
(88.2%)

SUBJECT

GRADES
A* & A

A* - C

Art

90.6%

100%

Biology

94.2%

Chemistry

SUBJECT
A*, A & B

A-E

Art

85.7%

100%

100%

Biology

83.3%

100%

90.7%

100%

Business Studies

87.5%

100%

Design Technology

100%

100%

Chemistry

100%

100%

Drama

44.0%

100%

Chinese

100%

100%

Electronics

100%

100%

Classical Civilisation

80.0%

100%

English

79.1%

100%

Design & Technology

100%

100%

English Literature

60.5%

100%

Drama and Theatre Studies

100.%

100%

Food Technology

77.8%

100%

Economics

81.3%

100%

French

74.0%

96.0%

Electronics

100%

100%

Geography

84.8%

100%

English Literature

100%

100%

German

90.0%

100%

French

77.8%

100%

History

71.4%

100%

Further Mathematics

100%

100%

ICT

72.0%

100%

Geography

100%

100%

Latin

62.5%

87.5%

German

100%

100%

Mathematics

90.7%

100%

Government & Politics

71.4%

100%

Music

87.5%

100%

History

90.5%

100%

Physics

98.8%

100%

ICT

66.7%

100%

Sociology

50.0%

100%

Mathematics

93.0%

100%

Spanish

71.4%

100%

Music

100%

100%

Music Technology

40.0%

100%

Physical Education

57.1%

100%

Physics

93.9%

100%

Psychology

100%

100%

Spanish

50.0%

100%
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SCHOOL NEWS, ARTICLES & EVENTS

2010 Leavers H.E. Destinations
Lauren Aitchison
Tariq Al-Sharhan
Patrick Anderson
Helen Ash
Hannah Baker
Emma Batchelor
Georgina Catlow
Hei Yin Wesley Chan
Camilla Chapman
Natalie Clement
Louise Cloney
Nicholas Cole
Matthew Cox
Harry Crouch
William Culhane
Eleanor Darbey
Hannah Davies
Michael Dawes
Zinzan (William) Dean
Madeline Dempsey
Alice Di Mond
Megan Douglas
Brittany Draper
Emilie Earl
Mikaela Eldridge
Lorna Fallon
Lucy Fenwick
Ella Fitzpatrick
Jessica French
Amy Goldman
Henry Gough
Matthew Green
Katherine Hall
Alicia Harvey
Deborah Headdey
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Waterloo (Ontario)
Cardiff
Cardiff
University for the Creative Arts, Epsom
Birmingham
Bath Spa
Bristol
Nottingham
Oxford (St Hilda's)
Loughborough
Sheffield
Bristol
University College London
Sussex
Cardiff
Cardiff
Cardiff
Cambridge (Jesus)
Sheffield
Chelsea College of Art and Design
Newcastle
Bournemouth
East 15 Acting School, Essex
Reading
Sydney, Australia
Warwick
Bristol
Kent
Lancaster
Birmingham
Newcastle
Loughborough
Loughborough
Bournemouth
Nottingham

ASHTEADIAN MAGAZINE 2009-2010

Mathematics
Information Systems
Politics and Sociology
Art Foundation
Psychology (2011 entry)
Geography
Veterinary Science
Pharmacy
Geography
Politics with a Minor
Medicine
Neuroscience
Medicine
Mechanical Engineering
Business Management and Finance (2011 entry)
Zoology
English Literature
Economics
History
Art Foundation
Biology
Business Studies
Foundation Acting
Classical Studies and English Literature
Law, Social Economics and Political Science
Psychology (2011 entry)
Civil Engineering
English and American Studies (2011 entry)
French Studies and Mathematics
Biological Sciences
Zoology
Product Design Engineering
Psychology
Marketing
English Studies and Philosophy

SCHOOL NEWS, ARTICLES & EVENTS

Melissa Hurley
Stuart Keenan
Patrick Kennedy
Cheol Hwi Kim
Chi Ho (Kelvin) Kwan
Joanna Laverock
Sarah Leach
Kar Lam (Clara) Li
Fiona Lightfoot
James Livett
Sophie Luker
Catherine MacLeod
James Mady
Kuan Wai (Chloe) Mak
Eleanor Marsh
Samuel Matthey
James McCann
Claire McCarthy
Kellie-Ann McCracken
Lewis McDonald
Ross O'Brien
David Pearce
Oliver Raggett
David Ratcliff
Rahul Ravisankar
Jamie Ray
Daniel Riley
Joseph Roberts
Samuel Roberts
Isabel Rogers
Callum Ross
Elizabeth Sargeant
Heather Shakerchi
Elliot Sinclair
Dominic Sinnott
Sean Starkey
Natasha Symons
Masayuki Takii
Suzanne Templer
Charlotte Thomas
Christopher Turner
Jessica Vanstone
Duncan Wannell
Susannah Westby
Johnny Wheatcroft
Jens Wong
Alexander Wright
Douglas Young

Southampton
Warwick
Oxford (Brasenose)
Imperial College
University College London
Bristol
Winchester
University College London
Sussex
Bristol
Leeds
Cambridge (St Catherine's)
Bath
University College London
Cambridge (Homerton)
Durham (St Aidan's)
Sussex
Aberdeen
Portsmouth
Exeter
Nottingham
Warwick
Sheffield
Manchester
King's College London
Bristol
Manchester
Manchester
Durham (Collingwood)
Reading
Exeter
Cardiff
Cambridge (Downing)
Leeds
Oxford Brookes
Bristol
University for the Creative Arts, Epsom
London School of Economics
Newcastle
Birmingham
Bristol
Nottingham
Leicester
Loughborough
Leeds
Brighton
Southampton
Cambridge (Robinson)

English
Economics
Biological Sciences
Electrical and Electronic Engineering
Economics
French and Italian
Psychology
Psychology
Media Practice and Theory (2011 entry)
Chemistry
French
Asian and Middle Eastern Studies
Automotive Engineering
Chemistry
Natural Sciences
Geography
Business and Management Studies
History (2011 entry)
Marine Biology
German and Spanish
Mechanical Engineering
Automotive Engineering
International Relations and Politics (2011 entry)
Biology
Biomedical Science
Politics and Sociology
Physics
English Literature and American Studies (2011 entry)
General Engineering
Classical Studies (2011 entry)
Economics
Business Management (International Management)
Economics
Physics
Business Management/Communication and Culture
Civil Engineering
Art Foundation
Economics
Combined Honours
American Studies and English Literature
Chemistry
Physiotherapy
History
Product Design Engineering
Biological Sciences
Pharmacy
Politics and German
Engineering
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